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Bring on the Bling! Let Family Car Service highlight your 
prom or homecoming memories with elegant and profes-
sional transportation to your school’s events. Our SUV 
limos, sedan limos, or exotic limos are the most popular types 
of vehicles chartered for these occasions. One or two way 
transfers can be accommodated in our sedans, SUVs, vans, 
or buses. They are also available for hourly charters, as well.

All limo hourly AD or charter services
come with ice and beverages.  Beverages include a mix 
of regular and diet sodas and bottled water. Due to li-
ability issues and Florida law, there will be NO alcohol 
permitted in any FCS vehicle for prom or homecom-
ing transportation, regardless if someone in the party is 
of legal drinking age. Please see our Alcohol & Drug 
Policy in our polices and terms for more information.
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We do not provide limo transfers for these events.  Limo op-
erators rarly provide limo transfer services for these events, 
and you will most likely be sharing the vehicle with an-
other party. We have found that transfer bookings in limou-
sines for Proms or Homecomings cause scheduling prob-
lems both for FCS and the client. The demand is greater for 
stretch limousine hourly charters, and there are simply NOT 
enough limos available to perform transfers for these events.



FCS does not book  reservations from anyone under the 
age of 18. Only a parent or legal guardian can reserve 
transportation for these events. All  proper protocol for 
booking and confirming a reservation is the same as 
any other type of service. Please read our polices and 
terms for more information. FCS drivers will be happy 
to take any special instructions from a concerned par-
ent. Parents may want to leave multiple phone num-
bers for the driver to call in case of need. You may re-
quest a driver to only go from point A to point B with 
NO stops at a certain time. Or you may arrange a spe-
cific place for the party to stop before returning home.

FCS and it’s drivers are NOT chaperones or law enforcement officers, and will 
accept NO responsibility or liability for the decisions, or behavior of its pas-
sengers. We do have a strict policy concerning unruly conduct from passengers. 
FCS does not shake down or frisk it’s passengers, adult or minor before entry 
of it’s vehicles. We highly recommend reading our polices and terms when re-
serving any FCS vehicle for your night out on the town services. Please view 
the vehicle capacity chart with hourly time limit minimums per vehicle, below.
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VEHICLE CAPACITY & HOURLY SERVICE
CHART W/O LUGGAGE

Passenger Maximum Hourly Minimum

Sedan 3 Adults 1 child 3 Hr

SUV 7 Adults 4 Hr

Transport Van 14 Adults 4 Hr

Stretch Sedan 
Limo/Day Car 6 Adults 4 Hr

Stretch Sedan 
Limousines 6 -10 Adults 4 Hr

Stretch SUV 
Limousines 14 - 18 Adults 5 Hr

Mid Size 
Busses 28 - 33 Adults 5 Hr


